
Create Cleaner, safer, more 
attraCtive ConCrete floors

Finished ConCrete systems From tennant

Finished Concrete Systems from Tennant provide smoother, brighter concrete 
floors that improve light reflectivity and enhance the image of your facility.

Tennant offers three unique, end-to-end systems for restoring, finishing, and 
maintaining concrete spaces:

n  The easy Prep Process uses your Tennant machine, equipped with diamond 
grit tools, to quickly and easily prepare concrete floors for renewed life with 
Tennant floor coatings.

n  The aggressive scrub Process allows your Tennant scrubber with 
Diamabrush™ tools to remove heavy to severe soil that is compacted into 
the concrete surface.

n  The Polished Concrete Process hones concrete surfaces to a progressively 
smoother, shinier and brighter finish.

the key to suCCess—tennant equiPment 
and diamabrush tools

Tennant scrubbers have best-in-class water pickup and down pressure, and 
Diamabrush tools are designed to continuously expose diamonds to retain  
sharp edges and maintain floor contact. The result is better looking floors that 
are easier to clean and maintain.



ComPlete systems. Clear advantages.

Clean Floors  n  high reflectivity  n  Consistent image  n  dust Control

With innovative systems from Tennant, you can improve and maintain the appearance 
of your facilities. They offer you:

n Up to 5 times more cost effective than planetary grinding

n A simpler and more operator-friendly way to prepare concrete floors for coatings

n  A more productive process for removing build-up—5 to 10 times faster than 
abrasive brushes

n The ability to do the work yourself with minimal training or business disruption

n More sustainable systems than traditional processes

get started today
visit www.tennantco.com or call 1-800-553-8033 to learn 
more about our Finished Concrete systems.
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